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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting and an important paper for the Indian health system. It highlights substantive issues that are hurdles in improving quality of care and utilisation of health services by pregnant women. However, I am not convinced about the organisation of the findings using Maxwell’s framework.

Major Compulsory Revisions

Methods - analysis and Results section: It seems that the authors are forcing the themes into the segments of the Maxwell’s framework. Maxwell’s definitions of ‘relevance’ and ‘effective’ are not particularly adhered to. The findings are interesting and can be simply presented as health system related and user related. Using the framework reduces clarity. The following is my suggestion about re-organising the themes:

1. Health system related
   1.1. Access (financial and geographical)
   1.2. Public vs private health care
   1.3. Process of care provision
2. User related
   2.1. Acceptability (cultural and social issues)
   2.2. Perceptions of care provision

There are various models of quality of care, but these are developed for a particular purpose and may not be useful as general methods. The authors need not use the same structure that I have suggested, but something more simplified than what they have presented. The quality of care issues are obvious so please do not use Maxwell’s framework to fit your rich data. Kindly change the discussions accordingly.

Methods section – study participants: Can the authors explain why they chose to include women who had a delivery in the past 3 months? There is wealth of literature that show that women’s perception about care during delivery and pregnancy change with the number of days post-delivery and thus the cut-off period need to be carefully chosen.
Methods – analysis section: Kindly elaborate on how the themes were constructed. Can the authors provide an example of the framework/chart that they developed during the course of the analysis? The authors do not describe how they analysed the data stepwise, in particular making reference to how they examined discrepant cases i.e. cases where participants’ views differed from those encapsulated in the overarching themes.

Minor Essential Revisions

Methods – study site and design: Authors mention that the selected districts represent geographic and cultural diversity of the state; can they please write a paragraph to exemplify these diversities?

Results: Please explain JSY, ‘Madilu kit’ and ASHA in the text. You may lose the readers who do not know about the Indian health programmes.

Discretionary Revisions

I am interested in the women’s views about the cash-incentive scheme JSY. How does this fair against the quality of care issues highlighted here in improving utilisation of institutional delivery care services?
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